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STARTUP 
Instalation and Registration 

1. Download InstaGTO 

 http://instagto.com/download.html 

2. Install InstaGTO 

3. Run, register and log in 

 

SW recommendations 

• .NET Frameworks 4.7.1 (and 3.5 Runtime) 

https://www.microsoft.com/net/download/windows 

• PostgresSQL 9.3 or higher 

https://www.enterprisedb.com/downloads/postgres-postgresql-downloads 

• PioSOLVER (all licenses including free) or Jesolver 

https://www.piosolver.com/collections/frontpage/products/piosolver-free 

 

Setting up 

When running for the first time, Settings Wizard appears, click on Auto-Detect, multiple possible 
databases for pairing with Insta GTO appears. Set the database for trackers and also for InstaGTO 2, 
then you choose hero nicknames and a console. The version PostgresSQL database must be at least 
9.3 or higher version when for InstaGTO 2. In the console settings the console must be always chosen, 
not the Viewer. A piosolver with free licence can be also set there.  

 

 
 

After closing the settings wizard, grey spots change into green checkboxes. 

 

 
 

Settings Wizard enables dowloading tests, which you upload in TRAINER -> Import All 

 
  

http://instagto.com/download.html
https://www.microsoft.com/net/download/windows
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REPLAYER 
Replayer offers calculation and hands to play. There are two main buttons; for Quick Load (3, 6, 19, 24, 
48 hours) and for Load from (Database, Text File and Load from Clipboard). All of the calculated hands 
are saved in Hand History, where can be viewed again later.  

 

 
 

Database Loading 

 
 

You can add various created filters or just use the quick filters. Using only one tracking database (PT, 
HM or H2N Hands) is recommended in order to avoid duplicating hands. There is browse last x hands 
in the database, because someone can have a database with thousands of hands, which affects the 
loading time. You run the calculation by pressing Calculate. 
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Calculation result grid shows the hand mistakes in the FD and ED column, which means a difference 
from the best solution by frequency and expected value (the GTO plays the hand by the EV about 0,4 
chips better). When there are not ED and FD as you can see in the QdTs, is impossible to calculate it, 
the range is 0% in some action. 

 

FD (Frequency difference) is a difference between the best frequency action and your action. If the 
best action bet is 40t 75% and your action is call 10% then: 

FD = best action [%] – your action [%] 

FD = 75 – 10 

FD = 65 

The same with ED (EV difference):  

ED = best action’s EV [t] + your action’s EV [t] 

 

Hands are played by pressing ENTER. Right click enables to view other options: 
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- Note – for making notes and labels (CTRL+N) 

- Copy to Clipboard (CTRL + C) – Copies the .txt(s) in the standard hand format 

- Show / Hide date time 

- Clear the table – enables to clear the table, it doesn’t affect the database 

- Delete hand(s) from the database and Erase removes all depicted hands from the database   

 

Action with FD and ED are under the chart, which are viewed directly in replayer by clicking on action, 
your actions are the ones in bold letters.  
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SOLVER 
 

 
 

Street Actions format (separator between actions is “:”), all examples assume 100 chips big blind: 

- C = call 

- c = check 

- number = bet 

* = in the big blinds 

- c:b200:C can be also c:200:C or c:*b2:C or c:*2:C 

Examples: 

- Limp preflop C:c 

- Min-Raise Preflop b200:C (200:C, *2:C, *b2:C) 

- ISO preflop C:b400:C (C:400:C, C:*b4:C, C:*4:C) 

- 3bet/Call postflop c:b200:b800:C (or C:400:C, C:*b4:C, C:*4:C) 

- Check/Check postflop c:c 

- For the first action on the street leave the appropriate field empty 

Solving textures can be solved individually or in bulk. In bulk you must set the same texture sizes, for 
example: 

AsKsQs 

TdJdQd 

5s6d8c 

NOT 

AsKsQs 

TdJdQdTs (it returns an error) 
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5s6d8c 

 
By selecting hand(s) and pressing ENTER you start browsing solutions. 
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TRAINER 
Trainer enables training the situations or playing vs BOT. 

 

 

 
Settings Wizard enables downloading tests, which you upload in TRAINER -> unpacking menu by the 
second button -> Import All, or you can create the tests by yourself. 

 

Test Creation: 

- Street actions are the same as in the SOLVER with the possibility to set bet ranges, there are some 
examples (big blind 20, * in the big blinds): 

o b20-b40:C is the same as 20-40:C, also *1-*2:C is valid 

o c:20-40:*6-*8:C 

- You should choose Minimal Big Blind, which will be generated. It is not recommended to leave the 
spot empty.  

- Furthermore, you can choose Board Patterns and Generated Hand, which must be in accordance 
with the chosen pattern. 

Click on the right button viewes testing menu 
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In the right upper corner you choose statistics, which you want to view and by clicking on filter button 
you view/close filter according to date and effective big blind.  

 

Statistics are dealt with in ANALYZING TOOLS 
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HAND HISTORY 
 

 
 

Choose your nickname (Hero) for which you want to view staticstics and click on Refresh, after that it 
updates the Hand history and ANALYZING TOOLS, which is based on the listed hands in hand history. 
Hand chart is the same as in REPLAYER and has the same options. You can add filters created by youself, 
by double-click or click on arrow key up(add) / down(remove) to or from the active filters. Filtering 
according to Notes is also possible. 
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ANALYZING TOOLS 
Analyzing tools always compounds statistics only from viewed hands in Hand History. Analyzing Tools 
is able to view absolutely all possible stats in Heads Up and Spin´n´Go. 

 

 
 

In the left side panel you can filter statistics according to the effective big bling and exact date. 
Furthermore, you can view statistics from your point of view (Hero´s Stats) or from the point of view 
of your opponents (Opponent´s Stats). When choosing Opponent´s Stats, a chart is unlocked, where 
can you choose an opponent according to nickname and after that, a complete analysing tools from 
the opponent´s perspective is viewed.  

 

Stats & Graphs 

 
 

Options, which are up in Stats & Graphs enables you to filtr individual stats. Stat with an initial 
character “!” is for BTN vs BB, “$” for SB vs BB and without initial character for HU, x always stands for 
the rated action. E.g.: $MR cx = SB vs BB, limped spot, stat for contuation bet.  
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When clicking on the chart enables you to see the number of actions, ED, FD a GD (the biggest 
difference between the played strategy and the optimal strategy). Under the chart with stats is placed 
a mode of viewing, when switching on extended, you get more complex statistics, where you can also 
see Act = the number of your actions, oAct = the number of opponents´ actions, oED = the oponent´s 
ED, oFD = the oponent´s FD, delta FD and delta ED = the difference between yours and the opponent´s 
FD and ED. 

 

ΔFD and ΔED is difference between your opponent’s ED and your ED or who played the hand better. 

ΔFD = opponents FD - players FD 

ΔED = players ED - opponents FD (due to – values, ED cannot be > 0) 

GD is GTO diferrence, it is the biggest distance of optimal line 

 

Doughnuts 
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Played doughnout shows your played actions as opposed to Balanced, which shows you how you 
should play right according to GTO. EV doughnout indicates the best actions accoording to the 
expected value and a Frequency according to frequency.  

 

Optimal Strategy 

 
 

Optimal table shows us the overall view of our strategy. The first line shows the actions. The second 
line shows the success of your played actions, the third one is for GTO strategies, and the fourth one 
shows the percentage differences between the played ones and GTO. 

Optimal strategy graph shows how you play and how you played in the past according to game theory. 
GTO of the individual actions is shown as an interrupted line. In an ideal case (the best GTO play) the 
interrupted line copies the full line.  
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Improvement 

 
 

Improvement graph shows whether your GTO play is getting better or not. In an optimal case the graph 
is going up.  
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Decisions 

 
 

Decision graph shows the decisions that you made according to frequency in time. In an optimal case 
the green stacks are getting longer.  

 

Big Blinds 

 
 

Big Blinds graph in Stats & Graphs shows you the number of big blind effective that causes the highest 
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loss of chips against GTO in the given stat. 

 

Combinations 

 
 

Combinations graph shows you your playing in particular stat combination. The system is the same as 
in Doughnuts. You can change types of combinations in Type menu.  

 

Opponents 
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In this graph you can switch on All Opponents or Individually. All opponents show you your overall GTO 
game in comparison with your opponents. By clicking on Individually, you can compare your game with 
the game of individual opponents. Statistics of the opponent are oFD and oED and yours are FD and 
ED. In an optimal case your FD should be lower and your ED higher that the opponent has, which results 
in that delta ED and FD is always positive. 

 

EV vs InstaGTO 

 

 
In this graph you are able to see how many big blinds you would lost if InstaGTO played against you. 

 

Big Blinds Overall 

Same as Big Blinds in Stats & Graphs. 
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REPLAYING INTERFACES 
 

 
 

When clicking on settings in all replaying interfaces (Trainers, Solver and Replayer) you can choose GTO 
Mode (Tab) or view on percentage or EV. Furthermore, GTO Cards Interface; Graphical or Table.  

 

 

 
 

The basic unit image of chips or big blinds and also SPR and PO mode. 
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Replayer and Solver 

 
 

Replayer shows your played hands. You do the switch between actions and between hands by left and 
right arrows (or up above the table by clicking on an appropriate action) or by clicking on hands, which 
are down. Actions and hands have always colorful backgrounds. More the colour green gets brighter, 
more succesfully you play. Redder the colour gets, worse you play. The chart right above the table says 
how you played your hand. The action has a green frame, which indicates the best action, unless you 
played different action, which would be shown in a red frame.  

Solver has the same interface as replayer, but it does not show the actions with red or green 
background but background with colours of the appropriate action and instead of hands there are 
textures that you chose.  

 

 

 
Another difference is in the actions, which after clicking on them actualize the whole solver and show 
an appropriate strategy.  

GTO grid shows us the optimal strategy. The upper line shows actions, which we can mark (show) or 
unmark (take out from GTO grid). In the menu left we have four buttons, by using the first one we 
mark all combinations (S), unmark (CTRL+S). It is also possible to view the actions separately or 
combined. By clicking on mouse´s left button you mark/unmark the action and by right clicking you 
mark only given combination.  The third one marks cards´ suits and the fourth one opens the context 
menu.  
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Other options are Show Range (R), Magnify GTO GRID, Stretch Card Boxes, which after marking the 
action does not remove the action but only stretches the actions which is left. Divide Card Boxes 
separates each spot in GTO Grid in order to make it easier to remember, e.g. Divide Card Boxes 2x, 
Divide Card Boxes Mode Balanced (same as the grind in the picture above) shows: 
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Situation a VS BOT Trainer 

 
 

In trainers you have to achieve the best played hands by clicking on the appropriate actions under the 
table, which immediately appears in Table. To Sol. shows you particular situations which is open in 
solver. When you finish your hand in Vs BOT or click throught the texture in Situation Trainer, it shows 
you your result and unlocks GTO Grid, Combinations Graph and EV Graph in order to you being able to 
check your game. Then there are three buttons in Situation Trainer:  

Repeat, which deletes all previous actions and starts the texture from the beginning 

- Continue, switches GTO Grid back to the situations solving 

- Next, switches another texture. 

And in Vs BOT Trainer: 

- Repeat Other Hand 

- Repeat Same Hand 

- Next 
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Combinations Graph 

 
 

In Combinations Graph you see the emergence of combinations in yours and opponent´s range. You 
can switch between Made Hands, Draws and Kickers and also between Relative in percentage and 
Absolute in combinations.  

The most recommended view is Relative. 
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EV Graph 

 
 

Ev Graph shows combinations when going in the graph and moving along the axis X. 
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FILTERS 
In creation of filters you can leave empty all spots, which you do not want to filter according to.  

 
 

Players formatting (case sensitive, players divide by pressing ENTER): 

Player1 

Player2 

Player3 

Player99 
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Street Action Filters (separator between actions is “:” ), all examples assumes 20 chips big blind: 

* = in the big blinds 

Actions Filter Played Action Filter Pass 

b:b:C b100:b200:C True 

b:40-100:C b20:b80:C True 

b:b40-b100:C b20:b80:C True 

20:b40-b100:C b20:b80:C True 

b100:*2:C b100:b40:C True 

b100:*5-10:C b20:f False 

b20-50:*5-10:C b40:b120 False 

 b40:b120 True 

20:50:C b20:b50:C True 

20-40:C b50:C False 

b   :   b:    C b1000:b20000:C True 

 

FD and ED range is working only in the calculated hands (in hand history filtering) not in the database 
loading. 
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SETTINGS 

 
 

General 

Calculations accuracy – recommended 0.3 – 1 

Remember me – remember username and password in the next login 

Auto-Login – automatically fills username and password and press login button 

Enable animations – enable graph animations (affects graph loading) 

PioSolver properties (Settings Wizard - default): 

- The path to PioSolver console. 

- You should always choose the console, not Viewer in the console settings 

- You can set there even piosolver with free licence 

 

 
Databases (Settings Wizard - default) 

You can manually set the databases here. Recommended is using the Settings Wizard. 

Heroes (Settings Wizard - default) 

Set the heroes list. There are several options of writting: 

- [Name], 

- [Name1], [Name2], [...NameX], 
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- [Name1] as [Alias] 

- [Name1], [Name2], [...NameX] as [Alias]. 

For example.: 

VVV153, VvV154 as VvV 

VVV153, VvV154 

Player1, Player2, Player3 as Players 

Show statistics, graphs and hand history for players Player1, Player2, Player3 under summary nickname 
Players. 

 

 

Colors 

In the colors tab you can set the colors of actions, graphs and actions and hand labels. 

Actions and hand labels. 

 

Test options 

Hands on texture (13 default) - hands on texture tells you how many random actions will be generated 
on texture. 

Count of textures (10 default) - count of textures tells you how many random textures will be 
generated 
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InstaGTO CONSOLE 
Commands 

help/help exit – open/close hint 

settings/settings exit – open/close settings 

 

newhand | nh 

- Command: newhand|nh 

- Task: Newhand command set up a new instance of hand in list 

- Format: newhand|nh [hand] [texture] [effective stack] [big blind] [preflop action] [format] 
[flop action]  

o Parameter [hand] format: Kh5s, 8h8c, 2dAs, 9hTh... etc. 

o Parameter [texture] format: 5h5c5s, As5h8c, 2d3dA, Jh9hTh... etc. 

o Parameter [efective stack] format: 25, 20, 8, 16... etc. 

o Parameter [preflop action] format: C:c, b40:C, b40:b100:C... etc. 

o Parameter [format]:  

 0 = 2-way SB vs BB (HU) 

 1 = 3-way SB vs BB (Spin'n'Go) 

 2 = 3-way BTN vs BB (Spin'n'Go) 

o Parameter [flop action] format: c:c, b40:C, b40:b100:C... etc. 

 bx = bet x 

 c = check 

 C = call 

- Examples: 

o nh Ks5h 6d8dAs 500 30 C:b40:C 0 null 

o newhand 7s8s Ad4s5s 450 20 C:c 1 c 

- Outputs: Commands returned by console 

o newhand ok - Hand input is OK 

o Hand([texture],[hand],[effectivestack],[bigblind],[preflopaction], 

[flopaction] access as: [accessing number] 

 

continuehand | ch 

- Command: continuehand|ch 

- Task: Continues in newhand instance under [accessing number] 
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- Format: continuehand|ch [accessing number] [street] [street action] [street card (if card is set 
previously this field isn't necessarily] 

- Format2: continuehand|ch [accessing number] [street] [street action] 

o Parameter [accessing number] format:  0, 1, 2, 3... etc. 

o Parameter [texture] format: 5h5c5s, As5h8c, 2d3dA, Jh9hTh... etc. 

o Parameter [street] format: F, T or R 

o Parameter [street action] format: c:c, b40:C, b40:b100:C... etc. 

o separator between actions : 

 bx = bet x 

 c = check 

 C = call 

o Parameter [street card] format: Ah, 5h, 6s... etc. 

- Examples: 

o ch 0 T null 4c 

o continuehand 2 T c 

- Outputs: Commands returned by console 

o continuehand ok - Hand input is OK 

 

removeall | ra 

- Command: disposehand|da 

- Task: Removes all hands from memory 

- Format: removeall|ra 

- Examples: 

o ra 

o removeall 

- Outputs: Commands returned by console 

o removeall ok 

 

handinfo | hi 

- Command: handinfo|hi 

- Task: Gets a hand info of [accessing number] hand 

- Format: handinfo|hi [accessing number] [semi command] [street] [street action|“null“ (for 
first action)] 

o Parameter [accessing number] format:  0, 1, 2, 3... etc. 
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o Parameter [semi command] format: getstrategy, gethandstrategy, 
getbalancedstrategy, getmostplayedstrategy or getpossibleactions 

o getstrategy - Gets complete strategy for turn and river 

o gethandstrategy - Gets complete strategy for turn and river for flop, turn and river 

o getbalancedstrategy - Gets complete balanced hand strategy for flop, turn and river 

o getmostplayedstrategy - Gets the most played hand strategy for flop, turn and tiver 

o getpossibleaction - Gets all possible action on exact street with proper action 

o Parameter [street] format: F, T or R 

o Parameter [street action] format: c:c, b40:C, b40:b100:C, last... etc. 

o separator between actions: 

 bx = bet x 

 c = check 

 C  call 

 last = last action 

o Parameter [street card] format: Ah, 5h, 6s... etc. 

o Examples: 

 hi 0 getstrategy T null 

 handinfo 3 gethandstrategy F c:b40 

- Outputs: Commands returned by console 

o vaiuous outputs 
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C# CCLI (console communication live interface) 

using System; 

using System.Diagnostics; 

 

namespace ConsoleCommunicator 

{ 

    internal class Program 

    { 

        #region Static Fields and Constants 

 

        private static readonly Process Process = new Process(); 

 

        #endregion 

 

        #region Methods and Others 

 

        private static void LaunchProcess() 

        { 

            Process.EnableRaisingEvents = true; 

            Process.OutputDataReceived += OutputDataReceived; 

            Process.ErrorDataReceived += ErrorDataReceived; 

            Process.Exited += Exited; 

 

            Process.StartInfo.FileName = @"your_path_to\InstaGTO Console.exe"; 

            Process.StartInfo.UseShellExecute = false; 

            Process.StartInfo.RedirectStandardError = true; 

            Process.StartInfo.RedirectStandardOutput = true; 

            Process.StartInfo.RedirectStandardInput = true; 

 

            Process.Start(); 

            Process.BeginErrorReadLine(); 

            Process.BeginOutputReadLine(); 

 

            //below line is optional if we want a blocking call 
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            //process.WaitForExit(); 

        } 

 

 

 

        private static void Main() 

        { 

            LaunchProcess(); 

            string command = null; 

            while (command != "exit") 

            { 

                command = Console.ReadLine(); 

                Process.StandardInput.WriteLine(command); 

            } 

        } 

 

        private static void ErrorDataReceived(object sender, DataReceivedEventArgs e) 

        { 

            Console.WriteLine(e.Data + "\n"); 

        } 

 

        private static void Exited(object sender, EventArgs e) 

        { 

            Console.WriteLine($"process exited with code {Process.ExitCode}\n"); 

        } 

 

        private static void OutputDataReceived(object sender, DataReceivedEventArgs e) 

        { 

            Console.WriteLine(e.Data + "\n"); 

        } 

 

        #endregion 

    } 

} 
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Appendix A – Supported sites in replayer 
Supported sites: 

• Amaya (.com, .eu, .fr, .it): 

o PokerStars 

o FullTilt poker 

• PartyPoker 

• iPoker 

o bet365 

o betfair 

o William HILL 

o CORAL 

o PADDYPOWER POKER 

o Ladbrokes poker 

o Boyle poker 

o Titan poker 

o NetBet 

o winner 

o EVEREST POKER 

o Dafa poker 

o expekt 

o Bet clic 

o MansionPoker 

o sports interaction 

o betlive 

• Winamax (.com, .eu, .fr, .it) 

• Wining Poker Network  

o Americas Cardroom 

o True Poker 

o Ya poker 

o Black Chip Poker 

o Poker Host 
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Appendix B – Deactivating / Activating licence 
1) Account -> Deactivate 

2) Login on other device 

 

 
 

Warning: Keep in mind we are saving calculation finger-print (row about 6 columns, to reach the right 
calculation + 1 column hero nickname) in on the server. All accounts what will have more nicknames 
calculations and a lot of activations and deactivations can be banned. 
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Appendix C – Versions 
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Appendix D – Hardware Recommendations 
• CPU – The more powerful CPU the quicker the calculations 

• RAM – 4GB 

• HDD – 1GB, Database (1000 hands = 2GB on HDD/RAM) 
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Appendix E – FAQ 
Do you save hand histories on the server? 

- Defeinitely not. We are saving only request log which contains rows to reach the right GTO 
chart (username, format, preflop big blind, flop action, flop texture, hero name.) 

Calculations throw an error 

- Check your pio solver console if you have activated licence or use the free version. 
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